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PERSONAL QUALITIES

Activity 1: Warm-up – Personal qualities taboo
Activity 2: Personality qualities - Vocabulary extension
Author: Elena Taranova
To go to the website with the handout scan the QR code or visit http://bit.ly/AT_PersonalQualities

Activity 3: Describing people – Compound adjectives
Author: Olyanu
To go to the website with the handout scan the QR code or visit http://bit.ly/AT_PersonalQualities

Activity 4: Speaking
Using the vocabulary from activities 2 and 3 describe appearance and character of the
person in the picture.
Activity 5: Watching & Listening - Listen to the profile and write down the
following features of the person.
Series: Criminal Minds
Production companies: CBS Television Studios
Distributor: CBS Television Distribution, Disney-ABC Television Group
Season 10 Episode 09 – 22:35 – 23:36
Summary: A random string of murders in Reston, Virginia has the BAU hunting a rather
paradoxical UnSub whose desire to kill is uncontrollable; yet, somehow, this person feels
extreme remorse for their crimes.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criminal_Minds_%28season_10%29

5A: Before watching
Vocabulary: Match the words (1-5) with their definitions (A-E).
WORD

MEANING

1. remorse C
2. to subside E
3. outburst C

A
B
C

4. to lash out A

D

5. to encounter D

E

to try to hit or attack someone suddenly and violently
a sudden release of strong emotion
a strong sad and guilty feeling about something that you
have done wrong
to experience or deal with something, especially a
problem
to become weaker, less violent, or less severe

Definitions A, C, D, E: http://www.macmillandictionary.com/
Definition B: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
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5B: Profile: Listen to the profile and write down the following features of the
person.
SEX
AGE
RACE
EVENTS FROM THE PAST

PERSONAL QUALITIES

female
40-50
Caucasian
a traumatic event
used to be hospitalized (stopped taking her medication)
impulsive & aggressive
violent behaviour
angry outbursts
rational at times
two personalities – anger + remorse

5C: Listen to the profile again and complete the gaps.
1.

This disorder usually occurs after a traumatic event.

2. It involves repeated acts of impulsive and aggressively violent behavior.
3. In this case, the unsub lets her anger fester, then later lashes out.
4. She'll appear rational at times but be triggered by external disputes or confrontations.
5. Her anger and remorse will make her feel like she has two personalities.
anger

anger

rational

traumatic

violent

Activity 6: Watching
Series: Criminal Minds
Production companies: CBS Television Studios
Distributor: CBS Television Distribution, Disney-ABC Television Group
Season 10 Episode 14 – 18:38 – 19:42
Summary: When a coffee shop in Indianapolis explodes in a bombing and a man
who emerges from the wreckage is hailed as a hero, the BAU puts him and his
family into protective custody. Meanwhile, the team eventually deduces that there
will be more bombings and must work against the clock to find the person or
persons responsible and their driving motive to prevent more casualties.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criminal_Minds_%28season_10%29
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6A: Before watching
Vocabulary: Match the words (1-4) with their definitions (A-D).
WORD

MEANING

1.

confidential B A

2.

enraged C

B

to say or do something in order to make someone feel less
angry
intended to be kept secret

3.

to strike D

C

very angry; furious

4.

to appease A

D to make a sudden violent or illegal attack on someone or
something

Definitions A, C: http://www.macmillandictionary.com/
Definitions B,D: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/

6B: Listen to the profile and write down the following features of the person.
Profile:
male
30-40
Fear me!
Look at me!
I’m God!

SEX
AGE
MESSAGE:

PERSONAL QUALITIES

ego driven
patient
methodical
controlled
sophisticated
highly intelligent
has an eye for detail
enraged
god complex

6C: Listen to the profile again and fill the gaps.
1. We believe the man you're looking for is an ego driven personal cause bomber.
2. His sophistication level puts him in his 30s or 40s.
3. It took patience and an eye for detail.
4. He's controlled and methodical.
5. A bomber with a god complex feels invulnerable.
ego driven

god complex

methodical

patience
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